SIGNING ON SHEET

MOTOR SPORTS CAN BE DANGEROUS AND MAY INVOLVE INJURY OR DEATH
You must read and agree to this following declaration and paragraphs below which are designed
to create a legally binding relationship in return for your being allowed to enter and compete.
1.

I will satisfy myself (by sighting lap or otherwise) before taking part that the venue
and track is acceptable to me with regard to its features and physical layout (unless prohibited to do so).
2.
By taking part I accept the risks involved including the risk of injury or death.
3.
I declare that I am competent to take part.
4.
I declare that my vehicle is safe, complies with the regulations and is fit to use for the activity for which I have attended today.
5.
I am aware and accept that other participants will be on the course at the same time.
6.
I am not taking any drugs (prescribed or otherwise) that will impair my ability to take part.
7.
I have read, understood and will comply with all track regulations, any supplemental regulations and final instructions for this event given by the organiser and/or venue owner.
8.
If under the age of 18, my parent/guardian has read the above and signed opposite my name to confirm agreement with the declaration.
9.
By Signing this Form, you agree that should any damage be caused by any individual child or adult to any property associated with the event or neighbouring property the Club/Facility have your/our Full
Permission to disclose your/our individual details to the persons concerned and you/we waive all GDPR Rights.
Covid-19 – Spectators will not be permitted.
10. If you or anyone in your party has any of the symptoms of Coronavirus ie a new and continuous cough, a sore throat or a temperature above 37.5C then please stay at home and follow the latest Government
Guidelines.
11. If you, or anyone in your party has been in contact with anyone who has the symptoms of Covic-19, has tested positive or is currently awaiting the results of a Covic-19 test, then please stay at home and follow
the latest Government Guidelines.
12. CASH will NOT be accepted. Only Pre-PAID Contactless Card Transactions accepted.
13. Please ensure you follow the Social Distancing Guidelines and these are observed at all times including the Toilet Facilities.
14. Please USE the Hand Sanitizers that are available around the site regularly.
15. There will ne NO Catering on Site. You must bring your own food and drink and take ALL rubbish home with you.
16. There is NO Camping. You are not permitted to stay away from your home address for the night.
17. All vehicles in the Car Park Must Observe the appropriate distance apart to ensure social distancing.
18. Own Clothing to be worn.
19. If you, or any of your party develop any symptoms of Coronavirus while at the venue, please return home at once and follow the latest Government Guidelines on what to do next. Please do NOT go the the
Medical Centre or Ambulance.
20. Travel to and from the Venue would be dependant on the latest UK Government Guidelines currently in place at the time of travel.
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